TethysEMS Shortlisted For Two Trading Technology Awards
New York and London – December 12, 2014 – Tethys Technology’s trading platform,
TethysEMS has been shortlisted for “Best Equities Trading Platform” and “Best Options
Trading Platform” by Wall Street Letter Institutional Trading Awards 2015. The awards
recognize excellence among providers to the institutional trading industry as determined
by a panel of independent judges who reviewed award submissions from brokerage
firms, exchanges and financial technology providers. Determinations were based on the
level of innovation the applicants achieved over the previous year as well as their
perceived value to market participants. The Wall Street Letter will announce the winners
at their yearly banquet in New York City on Tuesday, February 3, 2015 at Cipriani 42nd
Street in New York.
“Having won both categories in prior years, Tethys is proud to be shortlisted once again
for two WSL awards for the third consecutive year,” said Nitin Gambhir, Tethys
Technology CEO. “Options and equities have been a core part of our business since
2004. Years of continuous innovation have made the Tethys trading platform,
TethysEMS, the global leader for strategy and algorithmic trading. In the past 12 months,
we are honored to have won the awards for best equities, futures and options trading
platform.”
Tethys Technology is the leading provider of broker-neutral execution management
systems, algorithmic trading analytics and transaction cost analysis. The TethysEMS
platform provides a rich interface and advanced functionality for trading global equities,
futures, options and foreign exchange, including cross-asset algorithmic trading. The
platform is designed for sophisticated traders seeking optimal execution through
automated trading that incorporates extensive risk controls.
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